
MKF1120 - Marketing Theory and Practice
Week 1 - Intro to Marketing and Value

What is marketing? 
- getting products to customers (when and where they need them)

- presenting products in a way that will excite customers and building a brand

- solving communication issues

- influencing people and getting a personality across

- understanding the customer needs

- advertising campaigns and promotions

Marketing defined 
- “human activity directed at satisfying needs and wants through exchange 

processes.” (Kotler, 1983, p. 7)

- “the activity, set of institutions, and the processes for creating, communicating, 
delivering and exchanging offerings that have value for customers, clients, partners, and 
society at large.” (AMA)          

Alternative Marketing Philosophies 
- the production philosophy

- manufacturing efficiency

- the product philosophy

- product design

- the selling philosophy

- persuading people to buy

- the marketing philosophy

- focus on the customer - provide what they want

- the societal marketing philosophy

- impact on all stakeholders, company, customer, society



The Four Ps of Marketing 
- Price

- Product

- Place 

- Promotion

Customer Value 
- “From a customer’s perspective, customer value is what they ‘get’ (benefits) relative to 

what they ‘give up’ (costs or sacrifices).”

- Positive Outcomes

- Functional/instrumental value:

- correct/accurate attributes 

- appropriate performances 

- appropriate outcomes

- Experiential/Hedonic Value:

- Sensory

- Emotional

- Social/relational

- Epistemic

- Symbolic/Expressive Value:

- Self identity/worth

- Self expression

- Personal meaning

- Social meaning

- Conditional meaning

- Negatives/cost/sacrifice Value:

- economic (price)

- psychological

- personal investment

- risk



Week 2 - Key marketing terms and concepts; and advice 
for your essay

Key Marketing Terms 
- Needs: states of felt deprivation (physical, social, self expression (innate)).

- Wants - the form taken by needs as they are shaped by culture and individual 
personality (satisfy needs).

- Demand - wants that are backed by buying power.

- Product - goods, services, places, ideas and ideologies, people, organisations (aren’t 
always tangible).

- Exchange - the act of obtaining a desired object from someone by offering something in 
return.

• Restricted - simple - two parties, reciprocal

• Generalised - more complex - three parties

• Complex - multiple parties - independent

- Transaction - a trade of values between two parties.

- Market - a market is the set of all actual and potential buyers of a product. They share a 
particular need or want that can be satisfied through exchange (name of context 
“clothing” and “DVD” market, total group of people “baby boomers”, place where people 
shop)

Origins of Marketing 
- Self sufficiency - every individual is self sufficient 

- Primitive communalism - people live in societies and share resources

- Simple barter - trading one thing for another without using money

- Local markets - gathering of people for the purchase and sale of provisions, livestock, 
and other commodities.

- Money economy - money replaces barter in the exchange of goods.



The Essay

Task Requirements 

Essay should explain:

- the importance of marketing

- the concept of customer value

- the link between customer value and 
marketing

Format and Submission instructions 
- Essay (Refer to Q Manal)

- 20% of your marks 

- 1500 words (+/- 10%)

- Use headings and tables if you wish

- Referencing using APA Style

- At least 5 sources of info (academic journal articles, 
books, including textbooks, professional and 
industry papers, publications, articles and online 
sites, company websites and reports, reputable 
news and media reports and review)

- at least 2 of them from academic journal

- Online submission only (Moodle)

- Due in week 5

- No assignment coversheet

- Plagiarism declaration in Moodle before submission 

Preparing for the essay 
- Identify three elements

- Directive words - both stated and implied

- Content or concept words

- Words that limit 

Focus on explaining and drawing links between 
fundamental concepts, rather than on specific 
marketing strategies and tactics. 
- Focus on the why of marketing not the how of 

marketing and draw it to fundamental 
concepts.

- Focus on the one assigned product (do not use 
textbook examples or examples from 
elsewhere)

- Further info can be found on 
moodle essay page, library 
MKF1120 page and Q Manual.

- Librarians help with info research 
skills, finding resources for 
assignment tasks, resource 
evaluation, and citing and 
referencing.

- Learning advisers help with 
academic reading, academic 
writing, note-taking, study skills, 
oral communication, group work 
skills, exam prep, citing and 
referencing.


